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A B S T R A C T   

IT vendors’ promises are likely to meet sound skepticism from prospective clients. If a particular technology is in 
vogue and seen as a “hype,” clients are under pressure to buy the technology while, at the same time, skepticism 
about its claimed benefits might be reinforced. Finding a balance between optimism and skepticism is essential. 
In this qualitative case study, we examine how an oil and gas supplier company in Norway deals with different 
pressures when adopting and subsequently implementing digital twin (DT) technologies. DTs offer the promise of 
creating a digital representation of the physical assets that can keep production facilities operating efficiently and 
optimally and, as such, have been heralded as enabling the next frontier of productivity improvements. Our 
results reveal a set of different pressures promoting the decision to adopt the hyped technology. Yet, when 
descended to the local context, the hype status of DTs evokes multilevel perception segmentation that hype 
interpreters maneuver by building trust. Based on this analysis, we propose a framework of trust-building 
mechanisms that contribute to a more nuanced understanding of adoption of hyped technologies and enable 
practitioners to deal with hype-induced perception obstacles.   

1. Introduction 

This paper examines the challenges faced and the strategies required 
to adopt and implement hyped technologies in the oil and gas industry. 
A hype is understood as “emotionally charged, enthusiastic and unrea-
soned discourse,” which characterizes the upswings in the adoption of 
some novel technologies [1,2]. The discourse surrounding hyped tech-
nologies focuses on the promotional material overestimating benefits 
and underestimating costs and the corresponding difficulty of imple-
menting the technology [3–5]. This leads to inflated expectations and 
disillusionment, which ultimately results in failed attempts to adopt 
hyped technologies [6]. Despite the widespread attention researchers 
and practitioners have given to hyped technologies [2,7–9], research 
into the impact of hype status on the implementation and perception of 
such technologies across different organizational levels has been 
limited. The aim of this study is to explore this gap by examining how 

one organization within a specific industry dealt with the adoption of a 
hyped technology: digital twin technology. Digital twins [10,11] are 
defined as “a virtual representation of a physical system (and its asso-
ciated environment and processes) that is updated through the exchange 
of information between the physical and virtual systems” [12]. Over the 
last few years, digital twins have been promoted as a panacea for many 
of the challenges facing the oil and gas industry. Nevertheless, expec-
tations regarding the value of digital twins remain unfulfilled [11,13]. 

Scholars exploring hyped technologies often refer to the hype curves 
presented by Gartner [11]ࣧone of the most influential promissory orga-
nizations shaping the business of technological expectations [14]. 
Gartner identified digital twins as one of the top 10 strategic technology 
trends for several consecutive years [15] and placed this technology at 
the top of the hype curve in 2017 and 2018. Mirroring the Gartner Hype 
Curve, digital twins are marketed as an “urgent priority” technology that 
can deliver a competitive advantage to organizations in the oil and gas 
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supply chain [16]. The oil and gas industry relies heavily on the efficient 
operation of key physical assets. Digital twins have thus emerged as a 
promising technological solution for building virtual copies of actual 
plants that can be used to optimize operations. Digital twin technologies 
are a conceptual rebranding and incorporation of technologies for the 
integration of data (e.g., operations data, test data), simulation models, 
and structural information (design drawings, engineering drawings, and 
equipment specifications) related to physical assets [17]. These hyped 
technologies add value by enhancing the visualization of all relevant 
metrics typically displayed on 3D models, streamlining data integration, 
particularly of sensors and devices in offshore engineering, and 
improving collaboration by providing a unified platform where stake-
holders can communicate and access relevant information [15]. As a 
result of the promising hype discourse, many organizations in the oil and 
gas and other manufacturing industries have adopted or are in the 
process of adopting digital twins [18–22]. Hence, a digital twin is a good 
example of a hyped technology in which inflated vendor promises must 
be managed by customer firms to obtain business value. This justified 
skepticism is reinforced by a history of surprisingly low [11] adoption of 
digital twins in the oil and gas industry, which has seen several projects 
fail to deliver the expected outcomes [23,24]. It is thus instructive to use 
digital twins to examine how and why organizations in the oil and gas 
supply chain adopt hyped technologies and how hype impacts the trust 
required for the adoption and exploitation of new technology. 

The study of hyped technology adoption is not new. Prior studies 
focused on technologies such as big data analytics, the Internet of 
Things, and electric vehicles [25–27]. One recurring finding in the 
literature is that each digital technology and industry has a specific, 
unique set of pressures that motivate adoption as well as a unique set of 
challenges associated with diffusion and value generation [28,29]. One 
of the limitations in the literature examining the adoption of hyped 
technologies is that there is little differentiation between the perception 
of pressures and the way they are acted upon at different organizational 
levels [30]. In practice, there are often friction and competing pressures 
between different levels within an organization, from top management 
to domain experts, operational personnel, and IT staff [31]. This friction 
must be overcome in order to build the trust between parties that is 
required to generate business value from novel technologies [32]. 

In this paper, we draw on two streams of literature that can shed light 
upon the adoption of hyped technologies. First, we draw on the 
emerging literature regarding the consumption and production of 
management ideas, with a particular focus on their popularity or hype 
status [3,5,33]. Here, we aim to understand the motivations and nar-
ratives that top management and other key organizational actors 
develop when adopting and implementing new concepts. Since adopting 
hyped technologies follows many of the same motivations as introducing 
new concepts, this body of knowledge can provide insights into how 
digital twins are perceived at different levels within organizations and 
how they are legitimized, adopted, and put to use. 

The second stream of research focuses on the role trust building plays 
as a central antecedent of widespread adoption [34–36] because trust 
conveys individual perceptions about the characteristics of a hyped 
technology [37]. This research stream considers implementation as a 
dynamic, interactive process at different organizational levels. Thus, 
implementing digital twins becomes a purposeful dialogue during which 
trust must be actively pursued to overcome perceptions of uncertainty 
related to hyped technologies [35,36]. Although extant research con-
tends that organizations suffer from a lack of trust in hyped technology, 
data, and technologists [38], there is a lack of consensus regarding the 
impact of hyped status on perceptions of and trust in technology [39, 
40]. 

In summary, this research attempts to answer the following research 
question: 

How does the hyped status of digital twins affect the adoption and 
perception of this technology in the oil and gas industry? 

To answer this question, we conducted a qualitative case study 

examining the early adoption of digital twins in an oil and gas systems 
provider company and one of its customers, a mid-sized oil company. 
This paper explores the pressures that prompt the adoption of the hyped 
digital twin technologies with an ambition to understand how percep-
tions and trust are built at different organizational levels to legitimize 
adoption. Our results show that the hype status of digital twins triggers 
perceptional ambiguity that hampers the implementation of and build-
ing trust in this hyped technology. We unveil empirically how in-
terpreters maneuver what we call perception segmentation referring to a 
skepticism–optimism perception nexus at different organizational 
levels. In so doing, interpreters develop a more realistic, “de-hyped” 
understanding of the benefits of digital twins and build trust in the 
hyped technology. Based on this analysis, we propose a framework of 
trust-building mechanisms that can help organizations build trust in 
hyped technologies such as digital twins. 

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, 
we provide a synthesis of the work on adoption of digital twins, followed 
by an overview of two literature streams on which we ground our 
theoretical foundation. Section 3 introduces the research case and the 
study design, along with the data collection process. Sections 4 and 5 
provide a structured presentation of our research results, followed by a 
discussion on the theoretical and practical implications, limitations, and 
avenues for future research. 

2. Background 

To understand the process through which organizations decide to 
adopt novel hyped technologies, we first briefly sketch out the charac-
teristics of digital twins and its expected business value within the oil 
and gas industry. Through this overview, we attempt to understand the 
motivations of stakeholders at different organizational levels and the 
corresponding pressures that influence adoption. Thereafter, we briefly 
outline two research streams to provide a theoretical framing for such 
pressures and establish a consolidated view of digital twins. We draw on 
the literature on management ideas, which provides insight into how 
organizations deal with conflicting pressures regarding the legitimacy of 
adopting hyped technologies such as digital twins [5,9]. We further 
expand on the literature about trust to understand the process through 
which the stakeholders at different organizational levels achieve a 
common vision and mutual understanding of the value of digital twins 
[34,42]. It is essential to notice that the outlined research streams were 
not used ex ante during the study design, data collection, or early coding 
process but rather abductively “earned their way” [43] into our interest 
during data analysis through their empirical relevance. 

2.1. Digital twins in the oil and gas industry 

Several authors have observed the ambiguity in the term “digital 
twin” that has become a prominent buzzword [44]. The conceptual la-
beling gradually evolved from the initial idea of product lifecycle 
management to concepts of mirror worlds, the mirrored spaces model, 
the information mirroring model, and, finally, digital twins—a term 
coined by NASA in 2010 [45]. Singh et al. [45] descriptively defined 
digital twin as “a dynamic and self-evolving digital model or simulation 
of a real-life subject or object representing the exact state of its physical 
twin at any given point of time via exchanging the real-time data as well 
as keeping the historical data. It is not just the digital twin which mimics 
its physical twin, but any changes in the digital twin are mimicked by the 
physical twin too.” The expanding hype discourse has resulted in an 
increasing variety of definitions of digital twins that threatens the 
implementation of the technology [12,46]. 

Since 2014, the digital twin technology has undergone a phase of 
rapid growth [47]. This phase has been accompanied by the increasing 
hype of the technology popularized by academics, the business press (e. 
g., Forbes [48]), conferences, and leading consultancies (e.g., Gartner 
[49], McKinsey [50], BCG [51]). Adoption of digital twins within the oil 
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and gas industry has been popularized through presentations by con-
sultants and vendors who present the potential value and competitive 
advantages such technologies could offer. Specific use case that supports 
these arguments includes improved ability for predictive maintenance, 
increased transparency on physical asset conditions, reducing the need 
for full-time personnel with specialized knowledge to be located on 
physical plants, and minimizing the cost related with travel and field 
operations [46,52]. In offshore operations, digital twins are argued to 
bring efficiency gains for all parties (e.g., clients, fabrication, offshore 
operator) by transforming all project phases and bringing the human 
factor into the engineering loop early in the project life cycle, which is 
currently lacking in conventional technologies [52]. This capability of 
digital twins has been one of the key aspects of its popularity within the 
oil and gas industry. 

Despite the recognized potential value from digital twins in the oil 
and gas industry, organizations are still struggling to adopt such tech-
nologies and generate value [46]. This mismatch between claimed value 
and actual adoption levels has been attributed to conflicting perceptions 
at different organizational levels regarding the benefits of assimilating 
digital twins into operations [53]. Despite this perception ambiguity, 
much research on digital twins remains conceptual and is associated to 
the engineering and computer science fields, while work in the infor-
mation systems domain remains at an initial stage [46]. 

2.2. Adoption of hyped technologies: literature on management ideas 

While the literature on technology adoption is dominated by ratio-
nalistic thinking and largely disregards adoption of hyped technologies 
[3], the literature on management ideas can provide valuable insights 
into the motivation of organizations and individuals to adopt and accept 
hyped technologies. A body of literature on management ideas has 
emerged since the late 1980s [33,54]. This research stresses the com-
mercial and cultural nature of introducing new concepts and ideas and 
emphasizes that adopting them involves much more than just rational 
decision-making [55]. This stream of research emphasizes that an idea’s 
advocates have vested interests in emphasizing its benefits and down-
playing potential pitfalls. As a result, they create and/or promote 
“rationalized myths” [56] and thereby build pressure on potential cus-
tomers to buy their idea. In the case of digital twins, such idea advocates 
are typically vendors of solutions, popular press, consultancies, industry 
forerunners, and early adopters [54,57]. Jointly, they prompt a series of 
pressures on focal firms to adopt hyped technologies [58]. 

The literature on management ideas incorporates insights from neo- 
institutional authors and stresses that individuals within organizations 
are motivated to comply with external pressures. DiMaggio and Powell 
[59] distinguish between four pressures forcing organizations to 
resemble each other in terms of technological structure. Competitive 
pressures stimulate organizations to imitate others to maintain or 
improve their competitive positions; coercive pressures stem from 
external actors (e.g., customers, suppliers, the state) and may leave the 
organization under pressure with little choice but to conform; mimetic 
pressures refer to imitating other seemingly successful organizations 
whereby the imitators assume that the successful organizations know 
best; and normative pressures are associated with norms prevailing in 
different professions that predefine issues such as work conditions, 
methods, and behavioral standards [32,60,61]. These pressures can help 
explain a strong interest from organizations in the oil and gas industry in 
adopting digital twins as well as shed light on how different pressures 
affect different levels within the organization [62]. 

To increase the chance of large-scale adoption [3,63], hyped tech-
nologies need to be presented in ways that appeal to their target audi-
ence. One key aspect of this appeal is what has been coined as 
“interpretative viability” [64], which essentially refers to the ambiguity 
of hyped technologies that can lend themselves to multiple in-
terpretations. Hyped ideas offer an “interpretive space” [65] allowing a 
range of interested actors to buy into the idea, each for their own 

particular reasons. This holds in extenso for technologies that tend to be 
appropriated by their users to suit different purposes [66,67]. Thus, 
potential adopters may construct their own perceptions of a novel 
technological solution and accept, shape, and embrace it based on their 
own interests [54,64]. Hence, it is important to understand how 
different levels of personnel (e.g., top management, domain experts, and 
technical staff) within oil and gas organizations experience the deploy-
ment of the hyped digital twin technologies and how they reach a 
perceptional consensus on such technologies. Scholars call for further 
empirical inquiries exploring aspects and consequences of adopting 
hyped technologies [2,5,9,68,69] because despite the persuasive hype 
discourse and acknowledged opportunity to gain internal and external 
legitimacy by following the “hottest” IT trends [5], hyped technologies 
often encounter a paradox of low deployment [68]. 

2.3. Trust and trust building in hyped technologies 

Trust is a concept that has been at the core of management and in-
formation system scholarships for decades [70,71]. It is often defined as 
the “willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another 
party” [72]. In its essence, trust and trust building hinge on familiarity 
and familiarization (a process of gaining familiarity), which are groun-
ded in past experiences with a technology or a person and extend them 
to the future [73]. Considering the essence of familiarity, recent scholars 
have emphasized the importance of trust in technological structures [39, 
40,74], interaction with which represents a “trust leap” between 
“known” and “unknown” [75]. Trust helps individuals encountering 
hyped technologies such as digital twins overcome perceptions of un-
certainty related to such technologies [35]. 

Scholars claim that trust is profoundly affected by technological 
trends that necessitate rethinking trust in “smart,” often overhyped 
technologies [40,76]. In contrast to traditional technologies that grad-
ually grow in popularity [77], hyped technologies engender swift 
technological adoption, bypassing gradual familiarization. Despite the 
presumed impact of technological hype on trust, it remains unclear how 
trustful beliefs in established technologies vary from trust in hyped 
technologies. Åm [78], for example, argued that conceptual and 
empirical approaches to trust in hyped technologies should be revisited. 
In the case of digital twins, there is ample research and anecdotal sup-
port that indicates that it is precisely this lack of trust in the technology 
that eventually results in the demise of deployment efforts [79]. 

Understanding how trust is established across different organiza-
tional levels during implementation of digital twins in the oil and gas 
industry is suggested to be a key antecedent to routinizing such tech-
nologies in operations and ultimately realizing value from them [80,81]. 
Hence, aside from understanding the specifics of trust in hyped tech-
nologies, it is critical to pragmatically [42] approach them in order to 
understand how local stakeholders can navigate perceptional obstacles 
[69] and build trust in them. Amid the limited body of work on trust 
building in hyped technologies, Yu et al. [2] found that complex trust 
building is an underlying mechanism of how an organization accepts 
and diffuses hyped technologies. Nevertheless, neither Røvik [42] nor 
Yu et al. [2] explicitly theorized trust-building mechanisms in hyped 
technologies. This represents a research gap with respect to how em-
ployees’ distrust and fears related to hype can be overcome [82]. 

In this paper, we do not measure trust (e.g., competence, benevo-
lence, and integrity [72]) but rather qualitatively examine various 
perceptions of the hyped technology across different organizational 
levels as well as practices through which interpreters construct in-
dividuals’ confident perceptions that a hyped technology has attributes 
beneficial for trustors [35]. 

3. Methodology 

The current research adopts a qualitative case study research design 
[83] to problematize and develop theoretical ideas regarding the 
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implementation and perception of hyped technologies. 

3.1. Case selection 

We conducted a qualitative case study to explore the role of hyped 
digital twin technologies for cross-boundary knowledge collaboration in 
the oil and gas value chain in Norway. This study examines a multina-
tional system provider that delivers subsea solutions for the oil and gas 
industry (anonymized as OGSP: Oil and Gas System Provider). In 2021, 
OGSP operated in 41 countries with more than 20,000 employees, 
including 2000 in Norway. As of about 2016, OGSP experienced 
increased pressure on digitalization, including the loss of several bids 
due to a perception of insufficient digital capabilities and strategy. 
Resulting from this pressure, OGSP started a digital twin program in 
2018–2019 and established a dedicated digital twin team. Through 
implementing digital twins, OGSP sought to increase efficiency of the 
value chain, from design to decommissioning. 

As OGSP intends to offer digital twins to both internal and external 
users, the study focused on multilevel perception of digital twins, not 
just internally in OGSP but also at one of OGSP’s customers (a medium- 
sized oil company anonymized as OGO: Oil and Gas Operator). In 2021, 
OGO operated in eight countries with 1400 employees, of which around 
300 were based in Norway. These two companies had a long history of 
collaboration in several projects, including OGO’s early engagement in 
OGSP’s development initiatives such as digital twins. 

At the time of data collection, OGSP was developing and scaling the 
first wave of digital twins-based applications. We particularly focused on 
one digital twin-based application for field development. This applica-
tion aimed to accelerate the concept selection process that included 
evaluation of 80 or more different technologies for one project. In this 
digital twin-based application, the user and graphical interfaces brought 
OGSP’s and customer’s experts into one digital environment where they 
could configure solutions, perform calculations and analyses, and co- 
design the field layout in real time. This application was successfully 
tested in more than 25 front-end studies in 2019 but was still in the 
scaling-up phase during the data collection. During the initial data an-
alyses, we observed that local actors struggled to implement digital 
twins, as well as respondents struggled with judging the pros and cons of 
digital twins, which were ambiguously perceived as a hype. This led to 
our focus on why implementing a hyped technology is problematic and 
how implementers cope with conflicting perceptions. 

3.2. Data collection 

Applying inductive reasoning, the study started with observation and 
information meetings to frame the research focus and conceptual 
framework [84]. Data collection occurred from May 2019 to August 
2021. By giving voice to informants [85], the first explorative stage of 
data collection (May 2019–August 2020) delved into digitalization of 
knowledge collaboration in the oil and gas value chain, where digital 
twins first came into the study’s focus as a promising example of 
transforming technologies. Our early observation of the ambiguous 
perception and challenging adoption of this hyped technology spurred 
our focus on digital twins in the second stage of data collection 
(November 2020–August 2021). 

To ensure an in-depth understanding of the research phenomenon, 
we applied method and data triangulation (see Table 1 for details). As a 
part of an industrial collaboration agreement within the research pro-
gram, the first author started initial data collection with information 
meetings, followed by visits to the companies’ sites that the contact 
persons arranged during the initial research stage. We also joined three 
industrial discussions on digital twins, where OGSP was among the 
discussants. Additionally, we studied digital twin discourse through 
internal documents (e.g., presentations) and the companies’ websites 
and social media platforms (e.g., LinkedIn). Notably, interviews served 
as the main source of data on the adoption, implementation, and 

awareness processes, with document data serving as a supplementary 
source for gaining additional perspectives on key events and sense- 
giving to digital twins. 

We conducted 62 semistructured individual and group interviews, 
thereby obtaining retrospective and real-time accounts from various 
stakeholders. Our research sample was based on purposeful sampling 
and snowball techniques and took the form of “seeking maximum 
variation” in order to elucidate contrasting perceptions [86]. As a result, 
the research sample included participants of different genders, nation-
alities, job positions, organizational sites (primarily Norway, and also 
including France, the US, and the UK), and work experience (from 3 to 
over 40 years). In particular, our sample comprised three main groups: 
(1) managers: top- and middle-level managers and commercial special-
ists; (2) domain experts: engineering leaders (e.g., project director, di-
rector front-end, and system engineering management) and engineers; 
and (3) technologists: digital leaders (e.g., chief digital officer, head of 
innovation and digital partnering, digital transformation director) and 
digital team members (e.g., digital portfolio manager, digital product 
designer, data analyst, software developer, product marketing commu-
nication manager). Since these actors actively constructed and impacted 
perceptions of digital twins in the organizations, they were seen as key 
actors in the adoption and (non-)deployment of the hyped technology. 

Interviews were conducted face-to-face, over the phone, and via 
video communication platforms (e.g., MS Teams, Zoom, Skype) and 
email. They ranged in length from 45 min to 2.5 h, with 1.5 h on 
average. All interviewees were provided with an information letter and a 
preliminary research guide that was often adjusted to interviewees’ 
experience and positions and the maturing research focus. Interviews 
started with open questions on interviewees’ experience with collabo-
ration and digitalization of (customer–supplier) project relations. Then 

Table 1 
Overview of research data.   

Type of data Details 

Primary data 
sources 

Interviews First stage of data collection   

• Management & commercial: 4 individual 
interviews (OGSP), 3 individual interviews 
(OGO)  

• Engineers: 16 individual and 1 group 
interviews (OGSP), 9 individual interviews 
(OGO)  

• Digital leaders: 4 individual and 3 follow- 
up interviews (OGSP)  

• Digital twin team: 2 group interviews 
(OGSP)  

• Other: 2 individual interviews (OGSP) 
Second stage of data collection   

• Management & commercial: 1 individual 
interview (OGSP)  

• Engineers: 3 individual interviews (OGSP), 
1 individual interview (OGO)  

• Digital leaders: 4 individual and 4 follow- 
up interviews (OGSP)  

• Digital team: 5 individual interviews 
(OGSP), 1 individual interview (OGO) 

Information 
meetings  

• Two meetings with OGSP’s digital leaders  
• One meeting with an OGSP’s digital leader 

and OGO’s engineering and commercial 
experts 

Observation  • One OGSP’s leader meeting  
• Three visits to the companies’ sites 

Secondary data 
sources 

Industrial 
discussions  

• French–American Chamber of Commerce 
discussion “AI & Energy Industry”  

• DNV panel discussion “Digital twins–Are 
they valuable? Can you trust them?”  

• “Big Data Industry Summit Oil and Gas” 
Other 
Sources  

• Six presentations on digital transformation 
and digital twins  

• Websites, LinkedIn  
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we proceeded with more specific questions on perceptions, expectations, 
struggles around digital twins, and interpretation practices. Interviews 
at the later stage of data collection served to (dis-)confirm some obser-
vations and clarify contradictory beliefs, such as (non-)inclusive 
customer engagement in development of digital twins and (dis-)similar 
needs for digital twins in the customer–supplier context. In agreement 
with informants, this paper anonymizes all quotes to avoid disclosing 
informants’ identities [company name, informant’s realm (M: managers 
and commercial specialists, D: domain experts, T: technologists), ran-
domized interviewee number]. For example, OGSP M.1 refers to an 
OGSP’s manager. 

3.3. Data analysis 

The research data amounted to 83.5 h of audio recordings. These 
were transcribed verbatim due to the specifics of the oil and gas jargon 
and to avoid obstructing preconceptions [87]. To “recontextualize” the 
extensive research data, transcripts were further analyzed using the 
qualitative data analysis software NVivo 20. Applying the Gioia meth-
odology as an analytical device [88], we structured the research data 

along with multiple data-anchored first-order concepts (those mean-
ingful to the interviewees) that were further structured into 
theory-anchored second-order themes (induced by the authors). Our 
data analysis further abductively unpacked three aggregate dimensions 
related to the research questionࣧpressures promoting adoption of hyped 
technologies, segmented perception of hyped technologies, and 
trust-building mechanisms (Fig. 1). We offered labels of the aggregate 
dimensions either by encapsulating dimensions at a higher level of 
abstraction or by referring to established literature describing these 
themes [85]. To increase the rigor of this qualitative research, we seek to 
provide transparency to our data structuring process. Tables 2–4 provide 
illustrative examples of how we progressed from raw data to first-order 
concepts and second-order themes. Table 3 also shows the segmented 
perception of digital twins among three groups of individuals in the 
organizations: management, domain experts, and technologists. 

4. Research results 

This section first presents our findings on pressures fostering digital 
twins’ adoption in OGSP, followed by the results on segmented 

Fig. 1. Data structure.  
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perception and trust-building mechanisms through which local imple-
menters maneuvered between conflicting perceptions of digital twins. 

4.1. Pressures promoting adoption of digital twins 

While studies on management ideas often neglect competitive pres-
sures [89], our data analysis revealed several intertwined competitive 
and institutional pressures fostering the decision to adopt the digital 
twin technology in OGSP. Table 1 depicts the most prominent pressures. 

4.1.1. Competitive pressures 
OGSP’s initial focus on digital twins emerged in dialogue with a large 

US-based oil company that had poor visibility of its equipment. Data 
about the status of the equipment was not easily accessed by operators 
and management. In collaboration with this customer, OGSP created the 
first version of digital twin-based application that stayed anchored in 
OGSP’s business to gain efficiency on a larger scale. Digital leaders 
emphasized that OGSP intended to develop digital twins as an ecosystem 
to enable the data flow “from the cradle to the grave” in the value chain. 
This allowed OGSP and its customers to look at the “single source of 
truth” to make data-driven decisions and promptly respond to equip-
ment issues. 

At the top management level, digital twins were associated with a 
strategic goal of new ways of doing business, such as OGSP’s long-term 
goal of transitioning from being a service provider to being an advisor. 
However, managers stressed that the goal of digital twins was not to 
create new business models or products but rather to improve the core 
subsea and surface business. Managers and digital leaders added that 
adopting digital twins was supposed to address defects in project work, 
such as inefficiencies around communication, customer engagement, 
and data. 

4.1.2. Institutional pressures 
Our data analysis further unveiled prominent institutional pressures 

fostering the adoption of digital twins in OGSP. The digital twin journey 
in OGSP started in collaboration with a consultancy that assisted OGSP 
in identifying the scope and value of digital twins for the company and 
its customers. Digital leaders, however, critically remarked that 
although the consultancy’s engagement provided credibility to the so-
lutions, consultants talked mainly to senior leaders who wanted a 
“simplified message.” Moreover, several OGSP’s managers accentuated 
that the adoption of digital twins was mimicked and coerced by the 
ongoing technological trends in the oil and gas and other capital- 
intensive industries, such as aviation, where automation and visualiza-
tion had become commonplace. OGO’s informants also underlined that 
the ubiquitous digital discourse in the industry engendered their digital 
requirements, including digital twins, to OGSP. Thus, oil operators’ 
mimetic dictation of technological trends coercively descended to 
suppliers. 

Interviewees and industrial discussions revealed that several major 
oil companies and three largest subsea suppliers, including OGSP, pur-
sued the goal of building an end-to-end digital platform from field 
development to services. Therefore, OGSP’s top management felt 
coerced by the hyper-competitive oil and gas market environment to 
adopt new hyped technologies: “not embracing it [new digital realities] 
means being left behind” (OGSP M.38). Several digital leaders also 
remarked that OGSP was trying to “ride that wave” led by digital 
companies, such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, and Aveva. These 
coercive drivers were also competitive as they were held to secure 
OGSP’s competitive advantage. 

Our data analyses also show that the oil and gas industrial environ-
ment coercively advanced digital twins’ adoption. By pursuing the in-
dustrial focus on safety, OGSP could reduce the number of personnel 
offshore and keep people out of harm’s way by automating several tasks 
in digital twin technologies. Digitalization and carbon footprint 

Table 2 
Extract of the structured data analysis on pressures promoting digital twins’ adoption.  
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reduction also became a “must-have” for investors and thereby a matter 
of survival in the industry. Here, a central argument was that the 2019 
oil price fluctuation made digitalization a necessity, not a luxury. 

4.2. Segmented perception of digital twins 

We further observed that the complexity of these pressures created 
several implementation obstacles, among which conceptual ones pro-
truded in all interviews and industrial discussions. Technologists listed 
challenging alignment of expectations, ambiguous understandings, and 
distrust as central conceptual pitfalls for implementing digital twins: 
“It’s easy to discuss [digital twins] as a broader terminology, but when you 
actually start diving into the material, it’s hard to define exactly what the 
digital twin is and why you need it” (OGSP T.54). 

Table 2 illustrates divergent and segmented perceptions of digital 
twins among central groups of individuals (i.e., managers, domain ex-
perts, and technologists). From early interviews, we observed that 
OGSP’s and OGO’s interviewees’ perceptions of digital twins ranged 
significantly from the “air we breathe” to “just a big word.” Perception 
ambiguity was, to some extent, grounded in the interviewees’ techno-
logical frames and first-hand experience with digital twins. Managers, 
technologists, and engineers involved in digital twin development were 
fairly optimistic and pointed out that digital twins were “not just [a] 
hype” but rather an umbrella term with specific systems. Technologists 
and engineers involved in digital twin implementation also perceived 
this hyped technology as necessary for the industry and the business due 
to its ability to provide time and technical efficiency and unease day-to- 
day engineering work by making people more self-driven. Some expe-
rienced engineers also optimistically perceived digital twins as a “low- 
hanging fruit” technology with big potential considering its ability to 

optimize production by combining available data and technology into 
something more visual and real time. 

In contrast to these optimistic perceptions, other OGO’s and OGSP’s 
interviewees, particularly domain experts, were less aware of the 
concept and its potential contribution. The lack of a clear understanding 
and a shared definition of digital twins as well as low trust in digital 
twins was stressed by all interviewees. For example, an engineering 
manager argued that people struggled to trust “black-boxed” digital 
twins technologies because they did not understand “what’s happening 
underneath the hood.” Another prominent point of skepticism among 
engineers was the ambiguity of the digital twin concept that was often 
referred to as “a trendy thing to do” or “a buzzword that just sounds very 
nice.” Several domain experts and technologists, confusingly, referred to 
digital twins as something that already exists but under different labels, 
such as model-based optimization or 3D models. The negative conno-
tations of the “digital twin” and “digitalization” labels also created an 
extra level of confusion and ambiguity among engineers. We observed 
that the unending pressure on digitalization increased digital skepticism 
among engineers who often felt “fed up” with digitalization, which was 
seen as not a natural talent for mechanical engineers. Interestingly, 
although technologists recited skepticism about digital twins as the main 
implementation obstacle, we also observed a level of skepticism about 
digital twins among technologists. Technologists repeatedly referred to 
this hyped technology as a “fluffy and fuzzy” concept unable to replace 
humans in complex project-specific work, as well as they skeptically 
perceived OGSP’s ability to deliver digital twins as a product. 

From the customer perspective, hype around digital twins compli-
cated their understanding of which solution is best and why customers 
needed it in the first place: “The issue with quite a lot of new tools that are 
coming up, [is that] they’re solving some problems that we don’t have” (OGO 

Table 3 
Extract of the structured data analysis on segmented perception of digital twins.  
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D.3). During one of the industrial discussions, customer interviewees 
used an appealing “kitchen analogy” referring to misaligned expecta-
tions and reality when encountering the hyped digital twin technology. 

4.3. Interpreting digital twins through trust-building mechanisms 

OGSP’s managers and technologists emphasized the necessity to 
overcome these perceptual obstacles and develop a thorough approach 
to interpret digital twins. Remarkably, trust was seen as a “cornerstone” 
of implementing digital twins in the local context: “We needed this trust 
acknowledgement from customers. Otherwise, our product [digital twins] 
wouldn’t be, you know, of much value” (OGSP T.18). Although there was 
no corporate-wide strategy for building trust in digital twins, our data 
analyses revealed four prominent trust-building mechanisms (see 
Table 4 for details). 

4.3.1. De-hyping mechanisms 
Our data analysis revealed important de-hyping mechanisms 

through which technologists aspired to create a level of familiarity with 
digital twins among internal and external users. Technologists stressed 
that the “demystification” of the “black box” digital twin technologies 
required removing the hype and buzzword connotations from the 
technology. To navigate digital skepticism, technologists focused on 
educating the organization on what digital twin is and remarked that 
much like end users, technologists had to educate themselves. Another 
prominent topic of the de-hyping discussion was a debate about the need 
to create and distribute a shared definition of digital twins. While some 
participants claimed that OGSP should stop trying to develop one defi-
nition, the bulk of technologists and managers underlined the need to 

orchestrate various definitions of digital twins to avoid “the mess” 
within the organization. OGSP, hence, scoped the following definition of 
digital twins: “[A] digital twin is a virtual representation of a physical asset 
or system that securely holds all relevant static and dynamic information 
from Concept to Decommissioning, enabling high-value collaborative ser-
vices” (internal documents). Another prominent de-hyping practice was 
partnering with DNV, a classification society, which was seen by OGSP’s 
digital leaders as a “supplier of trust” giving a level of confidence to 
clients. OGSP-DNV partnership aimed to create the standards for digital 
twins and establish the trustworthiness of digital twins-generated data 
and models. 

4.3.2. What’s-in-it-for-me (WIIFM) mechanisms 
While participants were dubious about setting up a shared definition, 

the majority stressed the need to show the value of digital twins to 
different users. Rethinking the means of communication and user 
engagement were critical WIIFM trust-building mechanisms. First, 
technologists and managers pointed out that user familiarity with digital 
twins should be approached through nondisruptive discourse because 
the term “disruptive” is not viewed as positive in the oil and gas in-
dustry, where reliability and safety are key values. Digital leaders and 
digital twin team members recited multiple channels for communicating 
the value of digital twins to internal and external audiences. They 
preferred to communicate the value of digital twins via websites, social 
media, general media, targeted advertisements, visual presentations, 
and storytelling. OGSP launched a series of short “TechTalk” videos 
distributed through the website and social media (e.g., LinkedIn, Face-
book, YouTube), in which experts discussed digital twins and other 
digital technologies. However, web-based communication was asserted 

Table 4 
Extract of the structured data analysis on trust-building mechanisms in hyped technology.  
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to be beneficial only for high-level concept familiarization and trust, 
while communication targeting specific customers still had to be done 
via dialogue: “It’s the dialogue that creates trust. Tell the story through real 
people, not figures” (OGSP T.59). 

4.3.3. Reality-check mechanisms 
As mentioned above, OGSP’s digital twin development “philosophy” 

was based on tangible use cases and cultivated engagement of internal 
and external end users. This was done to avoid developing “technology 
of technology,” de-risk development, and create user-friendly designs. 
This approach sought to align and balance different expectations of so- 
called “personas” (stakeholders, groups of individuals) and combat 
skepticism toward digital twins. Several OGSP’s technologists remarked 
that, based on their collaboration with a consultancy specialized in high- 
tech anthropology, expectations of digital twins varied across primary 
(engineers), secondary (middle management), and tertiary (sales and 
strategy folk) personas rather than between supplier and customer or-
ganizations. However, several OGSP’s and OGO’s interviewees, 
including top digital leaders, contested this assertion and argued that 
internal and external needs for digital twins were, per definition, 
different. 

4.3.4. Trust influencers mechanisms 
As indicated above, DNV and (non-)digital communication platforms 

were nonhuman trust influencers that built trust in digital twins at the 
organizational level. An experienced digital team member, however, 
noticed that DNV could build trust in digital twins at top management 
level rather than among engineers or offshore personnel who “[did not] 
necessarily care about what DNV says” (OGSP T.54). Therefore, in the 
local context, digital leaders, digital twin team members, and local ac-
tors “burning for change” were seen as major trust influencers whose 
main role was to prepare internal and external specialists who are going 
to use digital twins. 

5. Discussion 

Although several studies have examined hyped technologies [25–27, 
90], the role of the hyped status in the implementation of and trust in 
hyped technologies such as digital twins is far from consensual [39,40]. 
Fig. 2 synopsizes our main findings about the application of hyped 
technologies as a multilevel process. This model illustrates the critical 
role of hype and trust building in the diffusion of technologies. 

As argued below, this model shows the two main contributions of this 
study: (1) how the hyped status of technologies materializes in multi-
level perception segmentation in the organization(s), and (2) how local 
interpreting actors maneuver this segmentation by building trust in 
hyped technologies. 

5.1. Segmented perception of hyped technologies 

Our intra-organizational study and the outlined model illustrate that 
hype engenders different intertwined pressures to adopt digital twins 
that differently unfold at distinct organizational levels. In particular, our 
results suggest that top management is primarily subject to mimetic 
pressures and coercive pressures from customers [59], whereby their 
motives (segmented perception) to adopt are optimistically presented as 
economically rational. Once the adoption decision is made and the re-
sponsibility to apply and interpret hyped technology descends to the 
lower level, the broad interpretive space of hyped technologies materi-
alizes in misguided pessimistic perceptions of hyped technologies 
(perception segmentation) among (groups of) actors lower in the hier-
archy. These pessimistic perceptions of hyped technology at the local 
level occur owing to better familiarity with a technology’s pros and cons 
compared with top management. Normative pressures may thus coun-
teract the implementation of the technology rather than foster it as re-
alism is informed by professional knowledge. 

In contrast to extant studies reporting high initial trust in technolo-
gies [91], the model based on our findings thus suggests that the hype 
status of the digital twin technology, with “catchy” labeling and broad 
interpretive space, is a source of perception divergence and tensions. 
When a hype travels with the organizations, individuals use the inter-
pretive space [64] to construct their own interpretations of how the 
technology must be understood and may or may not fit their local 
context(s). This gives rise to perception segmentation: what a technology 
entails means different and often contradictory things to different 
(groups of) actors. Our results suggest that perception segmentation is a 
multilevel phenomenon that unfolds both across organizational borders 
(i.e., customer versus supplier) and within organizational boundaries. In 
particular, the professional background is an essential differentiating 
factor predetermining the level of familiarity with [73] and expectations 
from a hyped technology. This perception segmentation along and 
within functional lines complicates the diffusion of hyped technologies 
within the organizational population as a whole. Therefore, in contrast 
to Wang’s [5] claim that “chasing the hottest” IT leverages internal and 
external legitimation, our study proposes that paradoxically, although 
adopting digital twins may increase an organization’s external legiti-
macy, beliefs in the technology’s potential, and thus its internal legiti-
macy may decrease. 

5.2. Building trust in hyped technologies 

The outlined model also illustrates our second contribution related to 
building trust in hyped technologies. In accordance with recent studies 
on trust in advanced technologies [39,40], our findings empirically 
demonstrate that trust building is an essential iterative process in 
applying hyped technology because a hype discourse enlarges “the trust 

Fig. 2. . Building trust in a hyped technology.  
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leap” [75]. In line with calls to pragmatically approach hyped technol-
ogy [34,42], this work illustrates how hype interpreters may recurrently 
navigate segmented perception through trust-building mechanisms. 
Hype interpreters are either middle-level managers or technical staff who 
need to locally assimilate hyped technologies, and thereby aspire to 
overcome skepticism and accelerate the acceptance of these technolo-
gies among distinct (groups of) individuals within and beyond organi-
zational boundaries. Our study suggests that trust building in the hyped 
digital twin technology unfolds at several levels within the organization, 
where trust is built by filling in interpretive spaces which facilitates 
multilevel conceptual familiarity about technology reliability, func-
tionality, and helpfulness [74]. 

5.3. Theoretical implications 

Our study contributes to literature in multiple ways. First, this study 
adds value to technological hype diffusion research dominated by the 
rationalistic paradigm, such as the diffusion of innovation theory [92]. 
Our study shows that adopting hyped technologies is a cultural phe-
nomenon prompted by competitive as well as institutional pressures 
[93]. This finding has important implications for how managers and key 
decision-makers’ approach novel technologies, particularly ones similar 
to digital twins that achieve a hype status and are touted as 
game-changers. In line with Kraatz’s [94] pragmatic view on 
neo-institutionalism, this study shows the value of applying the litera-
ture on management ideas as a useful tool for comprehending social 
reality (e.g., technology adoption). 

Second, the impact of various pressures on top managers’ beliefs is 
well-explored [29,61]. However, research explaining how such pres-
sures and the hyped status of technologies influence beliefs across 
organizational levels is limited [41,55,69]. In contrast to the traditional 
conceptualization of organizations as monolithic entities with homog-
enous perceptions [95], this study contributes to non-monolithic 
thinking [96] about hyped technology adopters by highlighting the 
idea of segmented perception reflecting organizational heterogeneity. 
Whereas at face value organizations adopting the same technology 
appear to becoming similar and that hype leads to homogenization, even 
within a single organization it is being applied in various ways due to 
perception segmentation amid organizational stakeholders. This de-
notes that the deployment of hyped technologies such as digital twins 
should be approached as a process at several interacting levels, which 
must jointly achieve consensus and develop trust among them and in the 
hyped technology. 

Third, although trust has been established as a concept to explain 
technology acceptance at the end-user level, research has seldom 
considered the role of trust in applying hyped ideas and technologies 
[54,78]. For instance, the Handbook on Management Ideas [33] does not 
list “trust” in its subject index. We contribute toward addressing this 
hiatus by providing new insights into the perilous impact of the hype 
status on (dis-)trustful perceptions of technology within the organiza-
tion. This study particularly contributes to the pragmatic view on 
management ideas and trust by showing that in large-scale technology 
adoption projects such as digital twins, which encompass stakeholders 
from different backgrounds, understanding how trust is developed 
among these stakeholders and toward the technology is critical for 
assimilation and value generation. In congruence with Alvesson and 
Blom’s [97] claim that the generation of new ideas around “hembig” 
(hegemonic, ambiguous, and big) academic concepts hinges on inte-
grating different literature, this study indicates the need for the better 
integration of (pragmatic) trust theories in the literature on manage-
ment ideas. 

Finally, given the relative lack of pragmatic research on how trust is 
built [40,42,91], we provide a framework of trust-building mechanisms 
that navigate perception segmentation by constructing (groups of) in-
dividuals’ confident, optimistic perceptions that a hyped technology, 
such as digital twins, has beneficial attributes [35]. (1) De-hyping. 

Interpreters increase familiarity with a hyped technology by taking a 
critical distance from the ambiguous hyped discourse when crafting the 
educational narrative for domain experts, managers, and technologists. 
(2) What’s-in-it-for-me. Interpreters construct more confident percep-
tions of hyped technologies by providing experiential evidence [35] and 
distinctly showing its values, benefits, and disadvantages considering 
actors’ technological frames. (3) Reality check. Considering the vast 
interpretive space of hyped technologies, interpreters identify, align, 
and balance the expectations and needs of managers, end users, and 
customers with technological functionality, largely based on user 
engagement. (4) Trust influencers. Trust influencers include human ac-
tors (e.g., managers, development team members, and super-users) and 
nonhuman actors (e.g., classification societies, social media, advertise-
ments, and websites) that facilitate change management through pro-
moting digital mindsets and familiarization with and acceptance of 
technology. This framework contributes to the literature on manage-
ment ideas and technology adoption by highlighting the importance of 
downplaying the fashionable nature of hype in the local context. 
Notably, this framework translates pragmatist ideas [42] into the 
context of implementing hyped technologies based on the notion that 
such technologies are believed to be working and delivering value for 
the industry and (groups of) individuals. 

5.4. Practical implications 

Our findings have several important practical implications for hyped 
technology adoption in general and digital twin adoption in the oil and 
gas industry. Although our findings show that the hype status of digital 
twins causes perception segmentation, our ambition is not to suggest 
avoiding hyped technologies but rather to provide insights into the pros 
and cons of following such technologies. Practitioners can interpret our 
findings at the different organizational levels in order to preemptively 
recognize potential obstacles that may hinder deployment. These can 
then be used in a governance framework that can dictate how to deploy 
hyped technology, taking into account the critical aspects of the human 
factor and trust building that are required both among different groups 
of stakeholders and toward the technology. In addition, some key 
challenges can be easily overcome by educating different stakeholders 
about more practical aspects of the technology by shifting it away from 
the hype sphere to a more pragmatic context. 

Acknowledging the impossibility (and unnecessity) of removing the 
hype discourse in the business world, practitioners should recognize the 
importance of maneuvering between multiple incongruent perceptions 
of a technological hype and building trust in it. This is of particular 
importance in the early diffusion stage, where the significance of the 
hype is more prominent than its actual practical relevance to the focal 
organization. The suggested trust-building framework may assist local 
stakeholders in filling in wide interpretive spaces of hyped technologies, 
thereby detouring them from faddish trajectories [41] and accelerating 
their adoption and acceptance. In particular, the findings suggest that 
implementers should first and foremost build trust in hyped technolo-
gies. Prior tense relationships, distrust, or different vocabularies used by 
various stakeholders in the organization may inhibit the formation of 
trust in a hyped technology such as digital twins. Thus, it is important 
that organizations and the relevant managers perform a thorough 
assessment of the socio-technical environment before rushing into 
deploying emerging technological trends. 

A caveat to the above is that these suggestions are rational recom-
mendations to manage partly nonrational processes. If hypes are fol-
lowed blindly, recommendations for sharper vision may seem useless. 
However, when top managers realize that certain technology is 
currently a hype and is thus likely to meet internal skepticism, they can 
take this into account and use the technology’s interpretive space to 
create room for experimentation, encouraging their subordinates to 
develop local applications and thereby trust in the technology, despite 
how hyped it is. 
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5.5. Limitations and future research 

This study reports on a single case study of adopting digital twins in 
the oil and gas industry in Norway. We can speculate that the more 
tangible nature of digital twin-based applications compared to a more 
abstract idea of digital transformation may facilitate trust in and diffu-
sion of digital twins in the long run. Future longitudinal studies thus 
could adjust the proposed model and expand on our findings on the 
duality of the hype status in various contexts. In addition, we examined 
the diffusion of digital twins in the hype growth phase. It would be 
interesting to examine how the model and trust-building mechanisms 
presented here might change as we move into the hype upswing and 
downswing phases. 

Our study shows that despite the prior collaborative history, the 
customer was overly cautious in adopting digital twins. This hints that 
the shadow of the past collaboration and organizational trust have a 
limited impact on individual perceptions of hyped technologies. Further 
comparative studies may examine whether the shadow of the past im-
pacts individuals’ dispositions to trust hyped technologies and whether 
repetitive experiences with ambiguous hyped technology have a cu-
mulative effect on individuals’ trustfulness and technologies’ trustwor-
thiness. If so, how can interpreters prevent and balance this cumulative 
distrustfulness of hyped technologies? Eventually, future studies might 
explain how implementers decide on what works and what does not. We 
know it is close to impossible to attribute with reasonable certainty ef-
fects to a particular organizational intervention (and thus build “evi-
dence-based management”), yet the entire pragmatic approach, as well 
as trust building, relies on building beliefs that something works. 

6. Conclusion 

Drawing on the literature on management ideas and trust, this study 
examined the adoption and implementation of a technological hype in 
the oil and gas industry, namely, that of digital twins. Overall, this study 
suggests that the hype status of technology is an essential theme for 
investigations. The research results reveal that hyped technologies are 
adopted at the high organizational level due to coercion and mimicry 
and then coercively descend to the local context. The findings further 
demonstrate a dual impact of the hype status on technology deployment. 
On the one hand, hype ensures the diffusion of such technologies due to 
optimism about resolving fundamental organizational problems and 
leveraging external legitimacy. On the other hand, facets of technolog-
ical hype such as interpretive viability and catchy labels become sources 
of substantial skepticism that jeopardizes internal legitimacy and trust in 
technologies. Hence, this hype duality engenders perception segmen-
tation hampering the deployment of hyped technologies such as digital 
twins. To maneuver between the optimism–skepticism perception 
nexus, hype implementers apply trust-building mechanisms that build 
familiarity with hyped technologies through filling in interpretive 
spaces and downplaying the hype. Based on the research results, we 
pragmatically propose a framework to establish trust in hyped 
technologies. 
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